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Abstract
(

Tlic »iini of this research study was to identify the nature of foreign exchange risk exposure 

faced by apparel firms in Kenya and to ascertain the foreign exchange risk management 

practices employed by apparel firms in Kenya

I he population of the study consisted of all 23 F I*7 firms that were involved in production and 

sale of apparel and garment in Kenya as listed in Kenya Lixport Processing Zone Authority

Qualitative primary data was used tor the study It was collected through self-detailed 

administered questionnaires (see appendix li) that had been constructed using open ended, close 

ended and I ikert type of questions

! lie primary data collected from the questionnaire was analysed using descriptive statistics such 

as measures o f variation and measures of central tendency. Ihe results were presented in the 

form of frequency tables, charts and graphs where necessary. Ihe data analysis method was 

quantitative in nature using descriptive statistics where frequency and percentages were applied.

The study concludes that most linns did not have a risk department or section hence could not 

so be in a position to have a documented foreign currency management policy.

he study also concludes that most linns had their Chief executive officers as the person 

sponsible for the risk management department.

he study also concludes that the firms had problems when it came to managing of foreign 

change risks Such problems included getting the right foreign currency mix and frequent 
yes in exchange rates.

, *udy recommends that export processing zones firms should have a risk department or 

°n' ^ ' s can be responsible foi the identification, assessment, and prioriti/aition of risks

IX



fdHowml by coordinated and economical application ol resources to minimize, monitor, and 
control the probability and/or impact of unfortunate events.

| He study also recommends that the lirms should have a risk manager. He can be left the 

mandate of circumventing risks that can come from uncertainly in financial markets, project 

failures, legal liabilities, credit risk, accidents, natural causes and disasters as well as deliberate 
attacks from an advcrsnrv

In addition, the study also recommends that firms need to put in measures to administer foreign 

currency positions. Managing foreign exchange risk is a fundamental component in the sale and 

sound management of all institutions that hav e exposures in foreign currencies



CHAPTER ONE

1.0 INTRODUCTION

|.l Background of the study

foreign exchange risk is ihc magnilude and likelihood ol unanticipated changes in exchanges 

rate (Brucaitc and Van. 2000). According to Shapiro (2007). exchange rate exposure is the 

degree to which a company is affected by changes in exchange rates. Foreign exchange risk can 

he further subdivided into three exposures: translation, transaction and economic exposures 

iFatemi and Glaum. 20(H)). Perception of risk by individuals and at corporate level is both 

complex and subjective. It involves an understanding of risk, a perception of loss and gain. 

:ogniti\e biases and personality. Despite advances in finance and risk management, satisfactory' 

ncthod lor measuring the total financial risk faced by a business at any time remains elusive 
Pickford. 2000).

According to Li (2003). financial exchange nsk is the exposure of an institution to the potential 

mpact of movements in exchange rates. Foreign exchange risk arises from two factors: currency 

nisi notches in a firm s assets atiJ liabilities (both on and ott balance sheet) and foreign currency 

.ash flow mismatches. Such risks continue until the foreign exchange position is covered, Ihc 

isk may arise from variety of sources such as foreign currency accounts and: cash transactions 

ind services, foreign exchange trading, investments denominated in foreign currencies and 

nvestments in foreign companies. He concludes that the amount at risk is a function of the 

nagnitude of potential exchange rale changes and the size and duration of the foreign currency 
exposure.

*,Cmi and Glaum (2000). further observe that in the recent past, risk management has received 

"“ Msed attention in both corporate practice and literature. This greater attention has been 

ttffred by the development ol markets lor derivative financial instruments, futures, forward 

options, swaps and other complex financial instruments today allow firms to transfer
'wks to other conn ante agents who arc better able or arc more willing to bear them.



Asaf'(2004) notes that derivatives such as forward, futures, options and swaps are specialized 

off balance sheet risk management tools that allow linns to hedge main sources of market wide 

financial risks. Exchange rate risk could be managed using financial instruments and pricing 

strategics (Brocade and Vann. 2000). I he major growth in the use of derivatives has been fuelled 

by trends towards securitization and in the increased understanding of the role that derivatives 

can play in unbundling, packaging and transferring risks (Scholcs. I99X). Hedging of foreign 

exchange risk is beneficial when managers arc risk averse and their compensation depends on 

changing vnlues of the tirm (Stulz. 1984).

foreign exchange risk can he managed using financial instruments anil pricing strategies, 

forward contract is the most common instrument used in hedging against transaction exposure; a 

firm can also borrow money in one currency and then exchange it to another currency after 

which it uses the money generated from its operation to repay the loan; foreign currency option 

is another facility that gives the buyer the option (right), but not an obligation to buy or sell a 

certain amount of foreign currency or other securities at a fixed price per unit at a specific date or 

during a certain time period (Stul/. 19X4). Matching strategy (natural hedge) is a way to decrease 

currency exposure by covering cash outflows by inflows in the same currency; risk sharing can 

also be employed by two contracting firms and diversification strategy whereby a firm can 

diversify its operations and making use o f funds in more than one capital market and in more 

than one currency (Brucaite and Van). Empirical studies have been carried out to ascertain 

various salient aspects on the use o f derivatives and other risk management strategics to mitigate 

foreign exchange risk.

( rabb (2003). indicates that in coping with financial risk, various derivatives products have been 

developed in the past twenty years and are widely used by large corporations, lie has defined a 

derivative as any financial contract whose value is dependent upon the value of some underlying 

•wsci lie denoted that the use of derivatives has led to financial risk management and there is no 

umform approach to financial risk management among companies today. Although current best 

Pfacw «  are observed, the financial management objectives and the definition of what is 

to financial market risk vary' from one organization to another

■>



C'onscqucHilN. what is hedged is subject to what is recogni/cd as exposure. Both economics and 

finance research have attempted to accurately measure financial risk and determine the 

appropriate response of the firm to such risk (Cruhb. 2003). Developments in financial 

innovations have increased the need for better risk management. Despite significant evidence of 

the existence of financial risk, its scientific analysis lias hitherto been dominated by a narrow 

paradigm (Asaf. 20041.

1.1.2 Apparel and Textile Firms in Export Processing /.one in Kenya

Export Processing Zone (1 IV) program in Kenya was established in 1090 to pro\idc an 

attractive investment opportunity for export-oriented business ventures within designated ureas 

or zones. I his sought to help the economy through increased productive capital investment, jobs 

creation, transfer of technology, creation of backward linkages between the /ones and the 

domestic economy and diversified exports (Imp: w ww cpzakcnxj .coiu/).

Managed and promoted by the Export Processing /one \uthority. the scheme offers a range of 

attractive incentives to ensure low cost operations, fust set up. smooth operations and high 

profitability. The I IV incentive regime in Kenya provides exporting firms with a Id-year tax 

holiday, unrestricted foreign ownership and employ ment, and freedom to repatriate unlimited 

amount of earnings. I he firms are also exempt from observ ing some core labour laws anil 

regulations. For example, until 2003. trade unions could not organise workers in the I IV. firms. 

In addition, the Factories act (chapter 514) is not being enforced in the /ones 
i (http:/ w vvw .cpzakenya.com/).

I Kenya's Export Processing /.one Authority (LIV.A) has been in the forefront of initiating.

promoting and providing attractive investment opportunities for the export-oriented business

ventures in the country. FilVs are designed to further integrate Kenya into the global supply

and attract export-oriented investments in the /.ones, thus achieving iLs economic 
objectives.

3



According to LP/.A 2008 annual report, the program has conlrihutcd significantly to achieving 

these objectives with 74 firms in place (23 in textile and apparel sector), close to 60,000 workers 

employed and contribution of 10.7 % of national exports. 0 \  cr 70% of I 'PZ output i  ̂exported to 

,hc USA under African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA). I he African Growth and 

Opportunity Act (AGOA) is a part of I S .  legislation which offered preferential market access to 

^  US for 37 designated Sub-Saharan African (SSA) countries by removing import duties 

(http: //ipsnews ncl/ncw s asp’idnews-37557).

I he expoit oriented apparel sector in Kenya, has achieved tremendous growth in the last 5 years, 

due to improved access to the I ISA through tariff and quota advantage under the African Growth 

and Opportunity Act (AGOA). I he table below show textile and apparel trade between Kenya 

and US

Textiles and apparel export and import between Kenya and US between year 2006 and March 

2009: * Value (1.000 dollars)

2006 2007 2008 2009 (Jan 

March)

1 'S Exports to Kenya 8.017 9.290 11.772 2.624

US Imports front 

Kenya

264.074 250,049 247.100 56.517

Source: I $  Deportment of (. 'oiwuen  e

from the above analysis, the linns are faced with foreign currency risks as their sale of finished 

Ptoducts are in foreign markets denominated in foreign currency. They also acquire most of their 

Ei|nMCnals from foreign countries hence they cannot avoid the volatility of exchange rates 

repaym ent are being made in other currencies other than the domestic currency.

4



Other transactions the FIV firms undertake include, funding by parent companies through 

foreign loans to meet domestic demand and international foreign currency transactions 

(http://www.cp7akenya.com/). (

,\lso some of these firms arc foreign owned and are required to report to parent company in the 

foreign currency (Dollar reporting) due to the fact that it s a global currency and most MNCs 

operate in various parts of the world hence need lot a common reporting currency 

rtjttp^/www.epzakenva.com/).

Considering the strategic role played by the PI’/, firms in Kenya economy. and the nature ol 

their operations there is therefore great need to study the risk management practices employed by 

FPZ firms to cushion against foreign exchange risks.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

Today, the economic environment in which the firms operate is highly volatile and uncertain. 

Increased volatility, greater interdependence and new risk have made the structure of risk 

exposure ol' corporate bodies more complex (I i, 2003) Increased market globalization and 

international i/ation has been reflected in increased exchange rate fluctuations. Patcnii and 

tilauin.(2000| notes that the financial environment is riskier today than it was in the past The 

volatility of foreign exchange rates and interest rates has been increasing significantly.

I he motivation for the study is due to the nature and operations of I IV linns. For them to

remain in production and sale of apparel and textile business and retain the '0.000 local job

opportunities it present, they need to import raw materials from USA and other countries and

sell finished products to international markets at competitive predictable prices, lhc said

transactions expose these firms to foreign exchange risks. Similarly, some of the firms are owned

by foreign companies and therefore they report in parent company reporting currency, others

firms borrow funds in foreign currency hence the expected cash inflows / outflow need to be 
'■ cnain.
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Ihc existence of the foreign exchange risks requires a limi u> develop and implement policies 

that would mitigate negative elTccts of lluctuating exchange rates. I he negative effect of 

fluctuation exchange rate will have direct impact on the margins hence profitability of the firms 

will also fluctuate. To check on this, it is fundamental to have some financial management 

controls employed to sustain the I P /  firms in long run business. Consequently this study will 

focus on the exchange risk management strategics these firms use to mitigate against foreign 

exchange exposures.

Lmpirical studies have revealed that of all financial risk exposures, foreign exchange risk has 

received more attention than interest and inflation rate risks Fxchange rate risk has also been 

considered to be the most critical of all the financial risk exposures (Brucaite and Van. 2000). 

fiscal studies (llbindi.2006). Omagwa. 2005) have also been done in Kenya on risk management 

practices hut none, known to the researcher, has been done on foreign exchange risk 

management in the Textile and Apparel in the export processing zone. The study tried to fill the 

research gap that exist by carrying out a survey of foreign exchange risk management practices 

by textile and apparel firms in export processing zone by addressing ihe following questions: 

What foreign exchange risk exposures face the apparel firms at l.PZ?. Which foreign exchange 

risk management instruments and strategies do the firms use? And to what extent docs the 

empirical evidence apply to foreign exchange hedging practices?

I J  Objectives of the Study

To identify the nature of foreign exchange risk exposure faced by apparel firms in Kenya

To ascertain the foreign exchange risk management practices employed by apparel linns 
in Kenya.

14 Significance of the Study

will make a contribution to the academic literature on the field of foreign exchange

WSffipM in Kenya where \cry little is known about corporate practices in the HIV funis due
tofcw studies in the subject.
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I |bc existence ut the foreign exchange risks requires a firm to develop and implement policies 

that would initiate negative cfleets of fluctuating exchange rates. I he negative effect of 

fluctuation exchange rale will have direct impact on the margins hence profitability of the firms 

will also fluctuate. Io check on this, it is fundamental to have some financial management 

control employed to sustain the I IV firms in long run business. Consequently this study will 

focus on the exchange risk management strategies these firms use to mitigate against foreign 

exchange exposures.

Empirical studies have revealed tlut o f all financial risk exposures, foreign exchange risk has 

received more attention than interest and inflation rate risks Exchange rate risk has also been 

considered to be the most critical of all the financial risk exposures (Rrucailc and Yan. 2000). 

l ocal studies (lJbindi.2006). Omagwa. 2005) have also been done in Kenya on risk management 

practices but none, known to the researcher, has been done on foreign exchange risk 

management in the Icxtile and Apparel in the export processing /one I he study tried to till the 

research gap that exist by carrying out a survey of foreign exchange risk management practices 

by textile und apparel firms in export processing /one by addressing the following questions: 

What foreign exchange risk exposures face the apparel firms at MV.’. W hich foreign exchange- 

risk management instruments and strategies do the firms use? And to what extent does the 

empirical evidence apply to foreign exchange hedging practices?

I J  Objectives of the Study

To identify the nature of foreign exchange risk exposure faced by apparel firms in Kenya.

To ascertain the foreign exchange risk management practices employed by apparel firms 
in Kenya.

14 Significance of the Study

will make a contribution to the academic literature on the field of foreign exchange

in Kenya where very little is known about corporate practices in the I IV firms due
U> few studies in the subject.
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|ltc existence ot the foreign exchange risks requires a Iirm to develop and implement policies 

that would mitigate negative effects of fluctuating exchange rates. I he negative effect of 

fluctuation exchange rate will have direct impact on the margins hence profitability of the firms 

will also fluctuate. Io check on this, it is fundamental to have some financial management 

controls employed to sustain the I P7. Anns in long run business. Consequently this study will 

focus on the exchange risk management strategies these firms use to mitigate against foreign 

exchange exposures.

Empirical studies have revealed that of all financial risk exposures, foreign exchange risk has 

received more attention than interest and inflation rate risks. Exchange rate risk has also been 

considered to be the most critical of all the financial risk exposures (Brucaitc and Van. 2000). 
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practices hut none, known to the researcher, has been done on foreign exchange risk 

management in the textile and Apparel in the export processing zone I he study tried to fill the 

research gap that exist by carrying out a survey of foreign exchange risk management practices 

by textile and apparel firms in export processing zone by addressing the following questions: 

What foreign exchange risk exposures fate the apparel firms at FPZ7. Which foreign exchange 

risk management instruments and strategics do the firms use? And to what extent does the 

empirical evidence apply to foreign exchange hedging practices?

I J  Objectives of the Study

lo  identify the nature of foreign exchange risk exposure faced by apparel firms in Kenya.

To ascertain the foreign exchange risk management practices employed bv apparel linns 
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M  Significance of the Study
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'n Kenya where very little is known about corporate practices in the I IV firms due

0 few studies in the *"*>}«*■
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Ihc findings of ihe study will proude some insights to the regulatory body (Central Bank of 

Kenya) and the government at large on the salient aspects of the foreign exchange that adversely 

a fleet the HI*/, linns hence being in a position to make timely and appropriate interventions to 

mitigate the risks.

|he findings of this study will help HP/ lirms coine up with appropriate hedging strategics by 

analyzing how other firms hedge against the risk



CHAPTER TWO

2.0

2.| Introduction '

LITERATURE REVIEW

j-^jj chaptcr presents a review of related litenmire on the subject under study presented by 

various researchers, scholars, analyst and authors. I he research has drawn materials from several 

sources which ore closely related to the theme and the objectives of the study Models In the 

writers arc used to illustrate the various sub topics mentioned in the objectives ot the study. The 

specific areas covered in this chapter are foreign exchange risk, management in Kenya, nature of 

foreign exchange risk, importance of financial risk management, measurement and management 

ol foreign exchange exposure and foreign exchange management practices.

2.2 Foreign Exchange Risk Management in Kenya

Omagwa (2005) in his exploratory studs on foreign exchange risk management practises by 

foreign owned commercial banks in Kenya, most banks consider credit'default risk to be the 

most critical of all the financial risks though empirical evidence shows that foreign exchange risk 

is lhe most critical risk for most firms. Tor most hanks, foreign exchange risk management 

systems were governed by guidelines set by at head office (highly centralized foreign exchange 

nsK management systems). Most hanks, regardless of their size, extensively utilized most of 

conventional hedging instruments, t ransaction exposure was rated as the most critical to most 

hanks when compared to translation and economic cx|H»sures. Some hedging practices were 

considered by most banks to be more important than others, foreign currency option and forward 

contracts were most frequently used: natural hedging/ matching strategy, leading and lagging 

I " crc l,*s°  USfd- Most hanks preferred the selective hedging strategy as compared to hedging all 
| open positions immediately.

JLbindi (..006). in his research on foreign exchange risk management by forex bureaus in kenvu.

^uxed on a sample ot forex hureas in Kenya. Transaction exposure was rated as most critical

npared to others lransaction exposure was through buying and selling foreign currencies.

X



cross currency dealings and investing and financing in foreign currencies. I he US dollar, sterling 

pound and liuro were currencies that were greatly traded and thus had the greatest contribution to 

foreign exchange risk. The foreign exchange risk management practices they used to mitigate 

foreign exchange risk were forward contracts (most frequently used), money market hedge, 

currency swap, and currency option. Most Ibrcx bureaus indicated that their foreign exchange 

riSk management systems were governed by guidelines set by the central bank of Kenya as well 

as their individual decisions.

2 J  Nature of Foreign Exchange Risk

In trying to explain the fluctuations in exchange rates. se\cral theories have been advanced that 

I link between domestic and foreign inflation, interest rate and exchange rates. Ihcsc are: the law 

of one price, the relative version of purchasing power parity, uncovered interest parity theory and 

covered interest parity theory.

2J.1 Law of One Price

According to Reid and Joshua (2004 k the law states that in the absence of shipping cost, tariffs 

and other frictions to international trade identical goods should trade for the same real price in 

dilleicnt countries. I hat is when converted at spot exchange rate into common currency, the 

price of a homogeneous commodity good will be identical across borders. As the exact price of 

the homogenous commodity is rarely known in two diHerein countries, price indexes arc used in 

empirical work One difficulty in measuring purchasing power parity constructed from price 

indexes is that different countries use difl'erenl goods to determine their price level, i.c. 

[Preference for the goods may vary widely across countries, lienee, even it the law of one price 

in each good, it may not hold overall for dissimilar consumption basket.

*•3*2 Relative \  enion of Purchasing Power Parity Theory:

P°VVcr Parity hypothesis traces its origin to the writings of the Swedish 
^'nom ist Gustav Cassel (1QI x)



|hc original theory stales that equal goods in different countries cost the same in the very same 

countries when measured in terms of the same currency Casscl declares that deviations from 

ppp imply •hat a country's currency is incorrectly valued. ,

j ven if the conicmporurilv examined forms of PPP are weaker than the original version of PPP. 

j, ${il| based on the simple hypothesis of arbitrage. If two homogeneous goods are traded at 

different prices in different countries, this arbitrage opportunity will be utilized, which leads to 

convergence of the deviations from PPP towards zero (in the absence of arbitrage costs). “Half* 

life is the generally applied PPP convergence measure. Kogoff (1996) describes a consensus 

view in PPP research of three to live year half-li\cs, which is definitely too slow to be 

compatible with arbitrage opportunities, therefore, an intense hunt for empirical half-life 

evidence, that supports this idea of arbitrage, lias accelerated ov er the last few years.

DilTcrcnt versions of PPP have been examined over the years. 1 he absolute form of PPP has very 

weak support in empirical Studies In the attempts to find evidence in favour of PPP. weaker and 

weaker forms of PPP have been specified, sometimes with questionable policy relevance (Horne. 

2004). Currently, in the research community, the main focus is on long-run (relative) PPP. 

(henceforth termed long-iun PPP. or just PPP). (m en the large variation in the nominal spot rale 

relative to the variation in inflation rates, international in fiat ion differentials arc unlikely to 

explain changes in the short run exchange rales. 1 his explains the development of the concept of 

long-run PPP. However, due to the specification of various test methods, there has been an 

implicit development of different empirical versions of long-run PPP (despite that all these 

studies claim that they test the very same theory of long-run PPP). It is difficult to quantify how 

orong different versions of long-run PPP arc. but some tests are definitely weaker than others. 

*or instance, if a time-vary ing equilibrium is allowed, this generally leads to some limitations in 
•he policy implications and its relevance.

tribe years, conclusions regarding the validity of PPP have been under constant debate. In

PK Periods the research community has concluded that PPP holds, and in other periods that 
is not valid.
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PPP was put forward ns a long-run equilibrium condition in the post-war period, but alter the 

breakdown of the Urelton Woods system in the earls 1970s it was even advocated as a short-run 

equilibrium t faylor and Taylor. 2004). During the late 1970s and early 1980s most research 

concluded that the theory was not valid (see. e g. Krugman. 1978). Essentially. at this time, only 

tests for hyperinflation economies indicated support for PPI* (see. c.g, Frenkel. 1978) However, 

a fundamental flow in the econometrics of the so-called stage-one tests was the lailurc to take 

explicitly into account the possible non-slat ionarity of the relative prices and exchange rates PPP 

increasingly came under attack on both theoretical and empirical grounds from the lute I97(K to 

the mid 1990s (Taylor and Taylor. 2004). PPP was lestcd using real exchange rates with a 

random walk as the null hypothesis. The alternative hypothesis was that PPP holds in the long 

run. see. e g. Huizinga (1987), and Mccse and Rogoff{ 1988). In small samples, it is difficult to 

distinguish between slow mean reversion and a random walk real exchange rate, and this causes 

j  power problem when only post-lirelton Woods data is used.

An obvious solution to increase power is to rely on long time spans such as in Abuaf and Jorion 

(1990). Lothian and faylor (1996) and Taylor (2(8)2). whose finding arc in favour of the PPP 

theory. However, a problem with long-horizon tests is the risk of sample selection bias since 

countries with long-hori/on data tend to be the wealthiest nations in the world. There is usually 

no available data for third world countries, countries that grew very fast from a low level, or 

countries that once were rich but are no longer so. Furthermore, it is a well-known Tael that 

increasing the estimation period tan cause problems associated with structural breaks and regime 

changes (e.g. fixed versus floating exchange rate data). It is well documented that unit root tests 

aiv misleading in the presence of structural breaks.

In more recent time. PPP researchers such as Frankel and Rose (1996) and others have argued 

'hat a solution to these long time-span problems is to apply panel data analysis with shorter time 

<r'cv Examples of panel studies that support the PPP hypothesis arc Cheung et al. (2001). 

Flc‘«ig and Strauss (2000). Murray and Papcll (2002.2005a). and Wu (1996).
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However, as Maddala (IW8) explains, panel data analysis creates problems that can he even 

vvorse than structural breaks. I he worst problem is most likely cross-sectional heterogeneity and 

it is not clear whether this is a lesser problem than the lack of time homogeneity (structural

breaks).

According to Reid and Joshua .(2004). this theory implies that the rate of change of the 

exchange rate equals the difference between lire inflation rates in the two countries. If the 

percentage change is positive, then the foreign currency is appreciating and home currency is 

depreciating. Jl the percentage change is negative, the foreign currency is depreciating and home 

currency is appreciating.

2.3.3 I'ncovercd Interest rarity  Theory

While die purchasing power parity condition applies to the cross border pricing of goods and 

services, uncovered interest rate parity theory looks into the cross border pricing of financial 

investments. According to Reid and Joshua (200-1). this theory states that, lacking frictions in 

financial markets, the price of otherwise risk less financial investments or the rale of return 

received on them, should be identical across borders. I he frictions present in the international 

financial markets arc slightly different from those in goods markets. While there arc likely to he 

few frictions in the form o f crisis to transferring capital across borders, m arkets lor 

investment capital still include the frictions, causing the im perfect capital 

mobility such as m ultiple currencies. U ncovered interest parity requires that 

overseas returns be expected to equal domestic returns when converted at spot 

exchange rates, lire theory established that in international finuneial m arkets, when 

looking at the dom estic currency return on an investment that pays interest in a 

foreign currency, exchange rate changes must be added to the own currency return

12



2.3.4 C overed  In te re s t P a rity

Covered Interest Parity theory stales that it wo can rem ove currency risk, the sam e 

currency return o f  two otherwise risks less assets (short term cash deposits) should he 

identical This currency risk can he removed through forward contract. I he exchange 

rate that is quoted for transactions taking place in the future is called ihc forward 

exchange rate.

2J.5 Interest rate parity theory

Concept that any disparity in the interest rates of two countries is equalized by the movement in 

their currency exchange rates (Huang 1984). I his theory slates that the interest rate differential 

between two countries is equal to the differential between the forward exchange rate and the spot 

exchange rate. Interest rate parity plays an essential role in foreign exchange markets, connecting 

interest rates, spot exchange rates and foreign exchange rates (Roll and Van. 2000).

Most importantly to our purpose. Prison (19X1). Bilson and llsieh (1983). Huang (1984). and 

others, have shown that the economic theory relating interest-rate differences among countries to 

subsequent exchange role changes (uncovered interest-rate parity) seems to have broken down 

during the recent float. As a consequence, exchange-rate changes are no longer governed by 

international interest differentials. Ilacchc and Townsend ( PAX I ) and Mecse and Rogof) (1983a, 

b) have demonstrated that other plausible economic theories, such as purchasing power parity 

and the monetary model, also add little to random walk forecasts of exchange rates, at least at 

horizons of less than a year. These studies all reported strong rejections of uncovered interest* 

'•Hc parity. Subsequent studies have confirmed these results. There is also an active theoretical 

literature, which attempts to determine if the failure o f uncovered interest parity is due to risk 

aversion or market segmentation rather than market inefficiency. In contrast. Roll and Van 

‘-"(K)) suggest that forward exchange rates are unbiased predictors of subsequent spot rates and 

’here is really no forward premium puzzle
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2 J .6  A rbitrage Pricing Theory

I lie underlying principle ol the pricing theory involves the recognition that the anticipated return 

on any asset may be charted as a linear calculation ol' relevant macro-economic factors in 

conjunction with market indices (Stephen Ross, 1 ‘>76). It is expected that there will be some rate 

of change in most if not all of the relevant factors. Running scenarios using this model helps to 

arrive at a price that is equitable to the anticipated performance ol the asset (Roll and Yan. 

2000). The desired result is that the asset price will equal to the anticipated price for the end of 

the period cited, with the end price discounted at the rate implied by the Capital Asset Pricing 

Model. It is understood that if the asset price gets off course, that arbitrage will help to bring the 

price back into reasonable perimeters (Stephen Ross. 1976).

2.4 Importance of Financial Risk Management

Stul/. (1996) identified four types of gains emanating from financial risk management: reduction 

of bankruptcy and distress costs, reduction in expected tax payments, reduction in expected 

payments to stakeholders and reduction in cost of raising funds. If a firm can implement risk 

management policy that eliminates the risk of bankruptcy, it essentially sets the present value of 

these real resources cost to zero and increases the firm value accordingly.

Crabb (-2003) noted that in the early 1990s. Procter and (iambic Corporation lost over 100 million 

dollars through speculative use of derivatives. In 1995. Daimler Renz reported first half interim 

losses due to the weakening dollar. I he company explained that it did not hedge against financial 

risk because the forecast it received were too dispersed, ranging as they did from 1.2 to DM 1.7 

per dollar, therefore, misdirected risk management can lead to huge losses.

Wrcr studies have been carried out in counter argument of the need for risk management (M- 

M)(1958) in their study of perfect market world of financing irrelevancy, suggest that there is 

no need for firms to control risks since the investors can accomplish this task themselves in a 

Infect market by holding a well diversified portfolio.
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Pufcy (1972) suggest another line of reasoning that foreign exchange risk management does not 

matter because of certain equilibrium conditions in international markets for both financial and 

real assets. These conditions include the relationship between prices of goods inf different 

markets, better known as purchasing power parity (I'l'l*). and between interest rates and 

exchange rates, usually referred to as the International Fisher Effect. However, deviations from 

ITF and international Fisher Fflecl can persist lor considerable periods of time, especially at the 

level of the individual firm I he resulting variability of net cash Hows is of significant as it can 

subject a firm to financial distress or even default.

2.5 Measurement and Management of Foreign Exchange Exposure

In the traditional, more practically oriented literature, it was generally assumed that linns should 

adopt a strictly risk averse attitude to financial risks. Theoretician's belonging to the neoclassical 

school of thought took up a different attitude. They argued that management of financial risks is 

unnecessary and potentially even harmful. I his spurred a lot of debate with some scholars 

making a ease for corporate risk management In the recent past, a more detailed discussion of 

the arguments tor and against corporate hedging activities has been developed (Rlommesten. 

2000) .

According to Madura (190S) firms are exposed to three types of exposure namely: Accounting or 

translation exposure, transaction exposure and economic exposure, I.evi (1983) asserts that the" 

concept of accounting exposures atises from the need to translate accounts that arc denominated 

m foreign currencies into home currency of the reporting entity. Most commonly, the problem 

arises when an enterprise has foreign affiliates keeping books in the respective local currency, 

l or purposes of the consolidation these accounts must be translated into the reporting currency of 

the parent company and a decision must be made as to exchange rate that is to he used lor 

translation of various account balances (Loguc. I‘>77).
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Che following arc various method oil*measuring foreign exchange exposure:

Current /Non-currcnl method: This is a method that divides assets and liabilities into current 

and noncurrent assets. I he current assets and liabilities include trade pas able, receivables, 

inventory etc.

Concurrent assets are fixed assets- both tangible and intangible and long term debt. Under this 

method only current assets and liabilities aie presumed to change in value when the local 

appreciates or depreciates vis-A-vis the home currency.

Monctaiy/Non-Monctary method I ndcr this method, all items are explicitly defined in terms 

of monetary units and translated at the current exchange rale, regardless of their maturity. Non 

monetary items in the balance sheet, such as tangible assets are translated at the historical 

exchange rate.

Temporal Method: I ndcr this method, the exchange rate used to translate balance sheet items 

depend on the valuation method used for a particular item in the balance sheet. I hus. if an item is 

carried on the balance sheet of the affiliate at its current value, it is to be translated using the 

ament exchange rate. Alternatively, items carried at historical cost arc to he translated at 

historical exchange rate.

•
According to Loguc ( I <)77). translation exposure can he managed by adjusting fund flows, 

exposure netting and entering into forward contracts by creating a short position in the foreign 

currency used to measure a subsidiaries income. II the foreign currency depreciates against home 

cuncncy, the adverse impact on the consolidated income statement can he offset by the gain on 

the short position in that currency. If the foreign currency appreciates over tome period of 

concern, there will be a loss in the short position that is offset by a favourable effect on the 

fcPOncd consolidated earnings. However, many firms would not be satisfied with a paper gain 

"W Offsets a cash loss. Some of the limitations for hedging transaction exposure arc: inaccurate 

F * ” °8 forecast, inadequate forward contracts for some currencies, accounting distortions and 
'•Ktcjscd translation exposure.
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Adjusting fund flows involves altering either the amounts or the currencies of the planned cash 

flows ol the parent or its subsidiaries to reduce the firm's local currency with accounting 

exposure. Frxposure netting involves offsetting exposures in one currency with exposures in the 

same or another currency where exchange rates arc expected to move in such a way that losses or 

gains on the first exposed position should offset the gains or losses on the second currency 

exposure.

Levi (IV83) defines Transaction exposure as a risk that occurs when on currency must be 

exchanged for another, and a foreign exchange rate differences occurs between the time a 

transaction is contracted and time it is settled. He outlines two -step process involved in 

measuring this exposure; determining the projected net amount of inflows or outflows in each 

foreign currency and then determining the overall risk exposure to these currencies.

Madura (1095) indicates that there are various hedging techniques a Arm can use to eliminate 

transaction exposure. It can use futures hedge by buying currency future contract, which entitles 

them to receive specified amount in a specified currency for a stated price cm u specific date, by 

this method affirm locks in the amount of its home currency needed for pay ment or expected to 

receive. Forwards hedge is also a method to lock in future exchange rate at which the firm can 

buy or sell u currency. It is similar future contract except that forward contracts are commonly 

, used for large transactions. Money market hedge involves taking money market position to 

covers future payable or receivable. 1 lie other technique is through cuirency option, this refers to 

the right but not the obligation to purchase or sell currencies at specified prices (exercise price) 

within a given period of time. Currency put option provide the right to .sell a specified amount in 

* particular currency while call option provide right to buy a particular currency.

Madura (2007) indicates that, before selecting the above techniques, a firm should compare the 

flows that would be expected from each technique along v\ith reduced risk associated with 

lodging. Hedging techniques can vary over time, as the relative advantages of various 

WUUuenis may change ov er time.
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Shapiro (2007) documents that firms may opt lor a currency swap which is an agreement to 

exchange one currency tor another at specified exchange rate and date

| evi ( I *>83 > defines economic exposure as the degree to which a firm's present value of future 

cash Hows can be influenced by exchange rate fluctuations. Economic exposure and can be 

assessed by applying regression analysis to historical cash flow and exchange rate date.

A second method involves carrying out sensitivity of earnings to exchange rates by classifying 

ibe cash llow in to different income statement items and subjectively predicting each income 

statement item based on forecasted exchange rate.

Value at Risk (VAR) is another measure exchange rate risk Tire technique describes risk 

succinctly; it is a percentile of a profit and loss distribution ox er a specialized horizon. It tries to 

determine how much the company s underlying cash flows are affected i e. it foreign exchange 

rate moves to a certain level. VAR indicates how much profit/ loss the company makes 

(Dowd,l‘>98>

Mder (1984) economic exposure can be managed by balancing the sensitivity of revenues and 

expenses to exchange rate fluctuations. To accomplish this, however, the firm must first 

recognizes how its revenues and expenses arc affected by exchange rUc fluctuations. For sonic 

firms revenues are more susceptible and they are not concerned that their home currencies will 

appreciate against f oreign currencies, since the unfavorable effects on revenues w ill be more to 

offset the favourable effect on expenses. Conversely, firms whose expenses are more exchange 

rare sensitive than their revenues could reduce the exposure by increasing the sensitivity of 

expenses to exchange rate movements.

*•& foreign Exchange Management Practices

Foreign exchange risk can he managed in various ways. Tins section discusses techniques used 

w hedging against risk. Hedging can be defined as "all actions taken to change the exposed 

Potions of a company in one currency or in multiple currencies" (Prindl, 1976)
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Vcil,fjing 10 Clark cl al. (1993), hedging refers lo the technique of making offsetting 

coitufl*,mcnW 'n orJcr 10 the impact of unfavorable potential outcomes. I he manager’s

choice of the different types of hedging techniques may. however, be influenced by costs, taxes, 

effects on accounting conventions and regulation. The different types of hedging techniques arc 

discussed below.

payments netting: I his system is used in international transactions, it involves reducing fund 

transfers between entities to only a netted amount.

It requires n linn to have a centralized organization of its cash management There are basically 

two fo»ms of payments netting. These include bilateral and multilateral netting. Bilateral netting 

involves the transfer of a netted amount between two entities, it is valuable only to the extent that 

firms sell back and forth to each other (Shapiro. 1996). Multilateral netting involves the transfer 

of a netted amount among three or more firms. The use of payments netting reduces the physical 

flow of funds from one firm to another. As a result, measurable costs such’ as the cost of 

purchasing foreign exchange, the opportunity cost of the float (time in transit) and other 

transaction costs are minimized or eliminated. Netting systems are set up to reduce the costs 

associated with inter- linns cash transfers that result from business transactions. I he payoff from 

multilateral netting systems can be large relativ e to their expense (Shapiro. 2007).

Prepayment: This method of payment requires the importer to pay the exporter in full before

vhipmcnl is made (Hill, 2001). Payment is usually made in form of international wire transfer to

the exporter's bank account or foreign bank draft. I his method affords the supplier the greatest

degree ot protection and it is normally requested if the trading currency has high exchange rate

fluctuations. II currency is thought to appreciate, then prepaying enables the company to pay at a

®*errae-1* the future rate finally depreciates, the firm is worse off than if it had done nothing.

TW* method poses a big risk to the importer as hc/she depends totally on the integrity of the

BBHtttrbut offers the greatest protection tor exporters because no credit extension is required.

P *  primary disadvantage of prepayment is that it can limit the exporter’s sales potential
'ftennis. 1993)
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I.ending and lagging: A lead strategy involves attempting to collect foreign currency 

receivables early when a foreign currency is expected to depreciate and paying foreign currency 

payables before they are due when a currency is expected to appreciate. A lag strategy involves 

delaying collection of foreign currency receivables if that currency is expected to appreciate and 

delaying payables if the currency is expected to depreciate (Hill. 2001). Lending and lagging 

involves accelerating payments from weak-currency countries to strong-currency countries ami 

delaying inflows from strong-currency to weak-currcncy countries. IIowcut. lead and lag 

strategics can be difficult to implement

The firm must be in the position to exercise some control over payment terms. Leading and 

lagging is a zero-sum game: that is. while one party benefits, the counterpart loses. Urns, the 

benefit gained from taking advantage of exchange rates may be outweighed by the cost of losing 

business due to the zero-sum nature of this method. The practice ol leading and lagging has 

developed as one of many methods of hedging against adverse impacts of exchange rate 

movements.

Price Adjustment: Some companies manage foreign exchange risks by adjusting prices: this is 

practiced by Ghanaian lirms who adjust prices to reflect change in import pricing resulting from 

currency fluctuation Abor. (2005). I he practice lias some challenges due to the frequent 

appreciations o f foreign currencies against the l.C resulting to difficulty in retaining customers 

because ol high prices of imported inputs. Ghanaian firms also exhibit low levels of hedging 

techniques,

Hedging with derivatives

Hedging includes all acts aimed at reducing uncertainty about future (unknown) price 

movements in a commodity, financial security or foreign currency. Undertaking forward or 

futures sales or purchases ol the commodity, security or currency can he done in over the counter 

l\0TC) forward or in the organized futures market. As an alternative to speculation, many

managers are turning to hedging strategics and using derivatives to reduce foreign 
r̂rctvcy risk.
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fo rw ard  and Futures C o n lru d s

A forward contract involves .1 commitment 10 trade a specified item at a specified price at a 

future dale. It is a contract made today for delivery o f an asset at a prc-spccificd lime in the 

future at a price agreed upon today. No money changes hands until the expiry time Futures 

contract is a special type o f contract with standardized delivery dates and sizes that would allow 

trading on an exchange.

\  system o f margin requirements is designed to protect both parties against default. Instead of 

ilic parties realizing the profit or loss at the expiry date, futures are evaluated every day and 

margin payments are made across the lifetime of the contract Forward and futures contracts arc 

relatively similar foreign exchange instruments. Both forwards and futures are agreements that 

bind two parlies to exchange currencies ai a fixed exchange rate at a future date. Fsscntully. both 

contracts offer the benefit of securing cash flows on imminent transactions (Ricci and Morrison. 

1996).

Currency Options

A currency option gives the right, hut not the obligation to buy or sell a specific currency at a 

specific price within a specific period of time While American options can be exercised in 

whole or in part ut any time up to expiration. Luropean options can be.exercised only at 

expiration. Options provide a number of advantages It is used to hedge against foreign exchange 

rate risk urising from import or export of goods. Secondly, it can be used to hedge against 

exchange rate fluctuations arising from foreign investments or funding in any currency. Finally, 

onions offer a very high degree of gearing or leverage, which makes them attractive for 

•poculative purposes too (Cowdell. 1993)

* *ntncy Swaps

Atypical currency swap is an agreement between two parties to exchange two currencies at the 

■Wor current exchange rate, with the agreement that they will reverse the exchange rate that 

©•■•led at the lime ol the initial exchange ( fygerson. 1003). Currency swaps require the party



receiving ihc currency with n higher interest rate in that country's currency to pay the interest to 

the counter party at u rate that represents the interest rate differential between the two countries. 

Currency swap<|provide an opportunity for customers to balance currency resources in situations 

where tlurre are excess funds in one currency and shortage of funds in another.

Njuguna (201)0) asserts that exchange rate policy in Kenya has undergone various regime shifts 

mostly driven to a large extent by the economic events, especially balance of payment crises.

Up to 1974. the exchange rale was pegged to the dollar, after discrete devaluations the peg was 

changed to the SDK. Between 1074 and 1981, the movement in the nominal exchange rate in 

relation to the U.S dollar was quite erratic but in general the nominal exchange rate depreciated 

by about fourteen percent and this depreciation happened in sear 1QR1 ■'1**82 with further discrete 

devaluation. Between 1980 and 1982. the shilling was devalued by about twenty percent in real 

terms measured against the SDR After these devaluations the exchange tate regime was changed 

to a crawling peg in real terms by the end of 1982. I his regime lasted until 1 WO when a dual 

exchange rate system was adopted and lasted until October 1993 when after series of 

devaluations, the official exchange rate was abolished by merging the official one with the 

market at end thus the shilling put to a complete float.

I eland (1998) says that ihc floating exchange rate system adopted in the 1990's was expected to 

have a several advantages in Kenya. First it would allow a more continuous adjustment of 

exchange rate to shift in the demand for and supply of foreign exchange currencies. Secondly, it 

would equilibrate the demand and supply of foreign exchange changing the nominal exchange 

rate rather than the levels of reserves. Thirdly, it would allow Kenya the freedom to pursue its 

own monetary policy without having to he concerned about balance of payment effects thus the 

country would have an independent monetary system. Fourthly, under the lloating system, 

external imbalances would he repeated in exchange rate movements instead of reserve 
movemonts.

CopcIatiiJ and Joshi (19%) argue that anticipating the consequences of hedging is difficult since 

IB*ny other economic factors change when foreign exchange rates change.



As consequence, hedging activity risks being wasteful to the film's shareholders, and may 

actually increase exposure. Survey evidence suggests that firms' management perceive hedging 

os complicated (Alkebn and hagelin. 1999), hence knowledge on whether hedging is successful 

is of importance to shareholders. Until recently, little effort has been directed to analyze whether 

firms arc successful or not in reducing risk pertaining to foreign exchange exposure.

\  lew studies have, however, attempted to answer this question. I he foreign exchange exposure 

of 171 Japanese multinationals was examined by He and \'g  (1998). I hey documented that 25 

percent of the firms experienced significant foreign exchange exposure. I he extent to which a 

linn was exposed to foreign exchange risk was linked to the firm's export ratio, lie and Ng 

(|998) also examined the relationship between foreign exchange exposure and variables that arc 

assumed to relied derivatives usage I he results showed that linns that predicted to hedge had 

lowered foreign exchange exposure, on average, that comparable sample firms.

Nyduhl (1999) investigated 47 Swedish firms foreign exposure. ITie evidence showed that 

exposure increases with that fraction of sales classified as foreign. Further, using survey 

evidence on linns hedging of foreign assets. Nydahl (1999) examined the association between 

translation exposure hedging and foreign exchange exposure. Hie results indicated that 

translation hedging reduced the sample firms loreign exchange exposure.

Wong (2000) investigated the foreign exchange exposure of manufacturing firms m the US to 

'.cm for an association between foreign exchange exposure and derivatives disclosures required

h> SFAS No 119 (and its predecessors SFAS No 105 and 107) lie documented weak

intions between derivative disclosures and foreign exchange exposure and suggested that

AH can be due to inability in controlling for firms’ inherent exposures and shortcomings of the 

^counting disclosures.

Dulde (1993) found out that on his extensive survey. X5% of the responding firms used 

derivatives to manage financial risk about 90To of the firms that responded said that their view 

.•fleet the extent to which they hedged. For the company surveyed, the focus on foreign 

Ca,tenc> risk management was mostly on transaction exposures, lie also found that the tise of
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derivatives was greater for large firms titan small firms. C'rabb (2003) indicates that the findings 

of Baillcy (2003). Gay (1998), and Rogers (2002) arc consistent that the use of derivatives is 

positively correlated with firm size. f

Omagwa (2005) in his study on hedging practices h\ foreign owned commercial hanks in Kenya 

found out that most hedging practices were inilucnccd by the banks views on the currency 

market fundamentals. The practices included: forecasting, speculating and taking individual 

positions in the currency market with the aim of making financial gains, earning out training 

programmes on financial risk management and use of specific financial instruments to hedge 

against foreign exchange risk. Most banks carried out regular and systematic assessment of the 

exposure measurement strategies and their exchange risk management policies in general. A 

number of banks made use of accounting, transaction and economic exposure measurement 

strategics: matching, risk sharing, diversification and selective hedging strategies were 

extensively used by most banks.

2.7 Conclusion of Literature Review

lhc purpose of this literature review has been to review the various factors influencing the 

foreign exchange risk management practices by textile and apparel firms in export processing 

/ones. This study has generally highlighted the various foreign exchange risk management 

practices by textile and apparel firms. I he knowledge of this information shall be used in data 

collection so as to meet the objective of the study.

However most of these studies have focused on foreign exchange risk management practices in 

developed nations whose financial position is di fie rent from that of Kenya. The ones done in 

Kenya have focused on different industries other than textile and apparel firms. Ihus there is no 

literature focusing on various foreign exchange risk management practices by textile and apparel 

firm* in Kenya. I his study therefore seeks to add literature on the various foreign exchange risk 

man*»Bcment practices by textile and apparel firms in Kenya.
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CHAPTER T H R E E

3.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the methodology that was used in gathering the data, analysing the data 

and reporting the results. Here the researcher aimed at explaining the methods and tools used to 

collect and analyze data to get proper and maximum information related to the subject under 

study.

3.2 Research Design

| his research was an exploratory- study carried out to find out the foreign exchange exposures 

facing the apparel linns, management instruments and strategies used by the firms and to 

determine their effectiveness* based on empirical ev idence. I he variables measurement was 

based on categorical data. The data type was ordinal for each variable used hence the ordinal 

data treated as interval data, l itis was the rationale used in this study by utilising likert Scales 

rhis design was chosen because it provided insights into and comprehension of an issue or 

situation. Exploratory research is a type of research conducted because a problem has not been 

dearly defined.

The research design used for collecting data will be a census survey carried at 23 apparel firms in 

Kenya. Ihe design will be useful in describing the characteristics of the firms and determining 

'he Ircqucncy of key attributes of the study. Correlation o f the dependant variables will also be 

‘•oik* using various statistical measures

T3 Population

^population ol the study consisted of all 23 I-IV firms that were involved in production and 

"f apparel and garment in Kenya as listed in Kenya Export Processing Zone Authority (see 

H N > *  I). These firms were preferred because 75% of their output is exported to CS markets, 

imported fabric from..outside country. Hence these firms were highly exposed to
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foreign exchange risk Their distribution pattern!, were in major towns mainly Nairobi. Mombasa 

and Atlii River. I he study being a survey implied that data was collected from all 23 I-TV linns 

that were involved in production and vale of apparel and garment in Kenya. I his therefore meant 

that census method was used.

3.4 Data Collection

Qualitative primary data was used for the study. It was collected through self-detailed 

administered questionnaires (see appendix II) that had been constructed using open ended, close 

ended and l.ikcrt type of questions. I lie structured questions were used in an effort to conserve 

time and facilitate easier analy sis as they are in immediate usable form, while the unstructured 

questions to be used so as to encourage the respondent to give an in-depth and felt response 

without feeling held back in revealing of any information.

The questionnaire were administered by the treasury managers, finance managers. risk managers 

or equivalent manager who is involved in foreign exchange risk management in the selected 

firms using n drop and pick later technique, follow-up activities included telephone calls, e- 

mails and walk ins. In allow reasonable time to the respondents, three weeks were allotted for 

filling the questionnaire.

3.4.1 Reliability and Validity of Research Instrument

Validity is the degree by which the sample o f test items represents the content the test is 

designed to measure. Content validity which was employed by this study is a measure of the 

degree to which data collected using a particular instrument represents a specific domain or 

content of a particular concept. Mugenda and Mugenda < 199*3) contend that the usual procedure 

«t assessing the content validity of a measure is to use a professional or expert in a particular 
field.
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To establish the validity o f the research instrument the researcher sought opinions of experts in 

the field of studs especially the researcher's supers isor and lecturers. I his facilitated the 

necessary revision and modification of tjtc research instrument thereby enhancing validity

Reliability refers to the consistency of measurement and is frequently assessed using the lest 

retest reliability method. Reliability is increased by including many similar items on a measure, 

by testing a diverse sample of individuals and by using uniform testing procedures.

Reliability of the research instrument was enhanced through a pilot study that will be done on 2 

FPX firms in Nairobi The pilot data w ill not Ik  included in the actual study. I he pilot study 

allowed for pre-testing of the research instrument. The clarity of the instrument items to the 

respondents were established so as to enhance the instrument's validity and reliability. I lie pilot 

study enabled the researcher to be familiar with research and its administration procedure as well 

as identifying items that require modification. I he result helped the researcher to correct 

inconsistencies arising from the instruments, which ensured that they measured what is intended.

3.5 Data Analysis

Ihc primary data collected front the questionnaire was analysed using descriptive statistics such 

as measures of variation and measures of central tendency. The results were presented in the 

form of frequency tables, charts and graphs where necessary. I he data analysis method was 

quantitative in nature using descriptive statistics where frequency and percentages were applied. 

The response from the respondents were used to answer the research questions which were the 

identifying instruments ot hedging in the apparel and textile industry against foreign currency 

risks and the extent this instruments are used. Using the percentage and frequency distribution, 

the most significant issues in each category of factors were identified and ranked.

Hie I.ikert scale was used to analyze the mean score and standard deviation, this helped in 

determining the extent to which firms use hedging techniques. Data analysis was done using 

SPSS and Microsoft excel This generated quantitative reports through tabulations, percentages. 

“nJ measure of central tendency.
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CH A PTER  FOUR

4.0 DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATIONS

4.1 Introduction

rids chapter presents the data analysis and interpretations of the findings. Data was anal wed 

using SPSS and summarized using tables, charts, frequencies and percentages, from the study 

population of 23 staff filled and relumed the questionnaires correctly.

4.2 Social demographic information

4.2.1 Position of respondents

In this section, the aim was to establish the positions o f the interviewed respondents. The table 

below shows the results.

Frequency Percent

Finance manager 1 4
General manager 9
Office superintendent 2 9
Merchandiser 3 13
Office administrator 6 26
Human resource manager 9 39
Total 23 100

fable 4.1 Position of respondents

Data from the table above shows that most of the respondents were human rcsuurec managers 

iU*l consisted of 39 percent while this was closely followed hv office administrators who 

comprised 26 percent while merchandisers were represented by a percentage ol 13.1 lie least of 

'he respondents were finance managers who comprised of 4 percent.
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4.2.2 Year served in the company

I his section aimed at indeniily ing the number of seats that the respondents had served in the 

company. I his was represented in the figure below.

GtoS lto2

Figure 4.1 Year served in the company

As shown in the figure above, most o f the respondents had served at their companies for a period 

ol 2 to 4 years, while 21 percent had served for a period of I to 2 years. 11 percent of the 

respondent had served tor a peritnl of 6 to 8 years while 13 percent had served for a period of 4 

to years.
•

4.2 J  Number of employees in firm

The aim o f the researcher in this section was to establish the number of employees in the firms.
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Figure 4.2 Number of employees in firm

Data from ihc figure above shows that most of the firms had 251 lo 50() employees (50 percent) 

followed by 2b percent 61'the I’SrOs whSch had 6vcr 1000 employees. 17 percent had 751 to IO()
A

employees while 13 percent had 1 to 250 and SOI to 750employees.

4.2.4 Years of existence

The study proceeded to determine the number of years of existence of the firms. I his is as shown 

in the figure below.



Figure 4.2 Number of employees in firm

Data from the figure above shows that most of the firms had 251 to 5<M) employees (30 percent! 

followed by 26 percent 6f the fSrfls wh5ch had Over 1000 employees. 17 percent had 751 to 100 

employees while 13 percent had 1 to 250 and 501 to 750 employees.

4.2.4 Years of existence

The study proceeded to determine the number of years of existence of the firms. 1 his is as shown 

in the figure below.
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Figure 4.3 Yean of existence

Data portrayed in the figure above shows that most of the firms had been inexistence for a period 

of to 9 years (47 percent) while 42 percent of the firms had existed for a period of 3 to years 11 

percent had been existence for a period of I to 3 years.

4.2.5 Ownership of company

This section aimed at establishing the ownership of the companies.

frequency Percent

wholly owned 3 13

foreign owned 13 57

foreign local owned 7 TO
Total 23 100

Table 4.2 Ownership of company

^4la portrayed in the table shows that most of the companies were foreign owned (57 percent) 

"b'le 30 percent were both foreign and locally owned. 13 percent were wholly owned.
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4.3 Financial risks
l

In this section, the aim was to indentify the various ranking nI different financial lisks by the 

respondents.

Highly
risk

Risky Moderate Less
risky

Negligible Mean

Inflation rule 61 39 0 0 0 1.3913
Exchange rate 44 44 13 0 0 1.6957
Credit risk 13 22 65 0 0 2.5217
Stock prices 0 39 39 22 u 2.8261

Tabic 4.3 Financial risks

I he tabic above shows that inflation rate was considered as a very risks financial risk by 

majority of the respondents' (61 percent) followed by exchange rate which comprised of 44 

percent 65 percent of the respondents ranked credit risk as a moderate financial risk while .12 

percent ranked stock prices as a less risky financial risk.

4.4 Transactions that expose firm to foreign exchange

The aim of this area of study was to establish the various risks that exposed die firm to the 

foreign exchange risks.
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Figure 4.4 Transactions fhat expose firm to foreign exchange

Data presented in the table above shows that sale of finished products abroad was the main 

transaction that exposed the firms to foreign exchange as was agreed upon b\ 9 percent of the 

respondents and this was followed by 22 percent who cited repayment of borrowed funds from 

abroad 9 percent cited purchase of raw materials as the transaction that exposed the linns to 

foreign exchange

4.4.2 Percentage of foreign denominated purchases to total purchases*()wnership of the 

company cross tabulation

In this area of study. the aim was to establish the percentage of 1'oreign denominated purchases to 

,0tal purchases and this was cross tabulated against ownership of the company. I he table below 

*how$ the results.
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wholly ow ned foreign owned foreign local owned Total

60 to 80 3 6 3 12
80 to 100 0 7 4 II
Total 3 13 7 23

Tabic 4.4 Percentage of foreign denominated purchases to total purchases'Ownership of 

the company cross tabulation

Data presented in the table above shows that most of the companies (6 out of 23) that were 

foreign owned had a 60 to 80 percentage of foreign denominated purchases to total purchases 

while 4 out of 23 of the foreign local owned firms had 80 to 100 as the percentage of foreign 

denominated purchases to total purchases.

4.5 Frequency of imports

The aim of the researcher in this section was to establish the frequency of imports amongst the 

companies. This was represented in the table below .

Frequency Percent
Weekly 5 22
Monthly 14 61
Quarterly 1 4
semi annually 3 13
Total 23 100

Table 4.5 Frequency of imports

torta in the table above shows that majority of the companies imported on a monthly basis (61 

percent ),\v hile 22 percent imported on a weekly basis. 13 percent imported their goods on a semi 

lly basis.



4.5.2 Percentage of foreign currency dominated sales to total sales

This section aimed at indentifying the percentage of foreign currency that dominated sales to 

total sales. I his is as shown in the figure below

$ou» too 9)
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Figure 4.5 Percentage of foreign currency dominated stales to total sale*

Data from the figure above shows that most of firms had SO to 100 ns the percentage of foreign 

currency dominated sales to total sales, while only 17 percent had 00 to SO as the percentage ot 

foreign currency dominated sales to total sales.

4.5J Frequency of exports

On this section, the aim was to ascertain the frequency of exports at the companies. I he results 

mc represented below.
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Figure 4.6 Frequency of exports

|>ala portrayed above shows that most o f the linns exported on weekly basis (57 percent) while 

39 percent exported on a monthly basis. 4 percent exported on a quarterly basis.

4.6 Management of foreign exchange risk

Ihis section of study aimed at establishing the respondents various views on management ol 

foreign risk.

Agree Disagree

Ho you have a documented management 
deparimenl/scclion

39 6!

ft'cs the company have a risk management 
dept/section

17 83

Jl,es firm practice currency hedging 0 23

Table 4.6 Management of foreign eichange risk

^a,a portrayed in the table above shows that most ol the respondents disagreed that their

flics had a risk management department section comprising of 83 percent closely followed
• •
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by 61 percent of the respondents who cited that their companies did not have a documented 

management department. Respondents who agreed that their firms had a risk management 

department were asked to give the person responsible lor the risk management department. 13 

percent cited the risk manager, while an equal percent of 1' also cited the chief executive officer 

as being responsible tor the risk management dcpartmcnl.69 percent however gave no comment.
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Figure 4.7 Person responsible for risk management department

4.7 Problems encountered in managing foreign exchange risk

I his part ol study was aimed at establishing the major problems that were encountered in 

managing foreign exchange risk. The figure below shows the results.



Figure 4.8 Problems encountered in managing foreign exchange risk

Data presented in ihe figure above shows that retaining customers was die most agreed upon 

problem that encountered the linns in managing foreign exchange risk was retaining customers 

(48 percent) while 43 percent cited frequent changes in exchange ratcs.9 percent cited getting the 

needed foreign currency as a problem that encountered the firms in managing foreign exchange 

risk.

4.8 Management of foreign exchange risk

This urea of study aimed at indcntil\ing how the firms used various methods to manage foreign

exchange risk. This was ranked on the rate of use on a likert scale and if"?
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Figure 4.8 Problem, tntounlered in managing foreign exchange risk

Uo.a presented in the figure nbove shows that re in in g  customers » *  dre most agreed upon

problem Hurt -."countered the linns in managing foreign exchange risk was retaining customers

(48 percent) whtlc 43 percent cited frequent changes in exchange rates.-) percent cited gening the

needed foreign currency as a problem that encountered the firms in managing foreign exchange 
nsk.

4.8 Management of foreign exchange risk

Ibis area o f study aimed at indentifying how the firm* used various method, to manage foreign

exchange nsk. This was ranked on the rate of use on a liken scale and the means and standard 
«'iaiion obtained.



Mean Std. deviation

use swaps 1.80952 0.7496
set off against affiliated parties 1.95652 0.70571
delay payment when foreign currency arc- 
strong and delay accelerate when weak 2.08696 0.94931
forward covets 2.26087 0.61919
buy and sav e currency in advance 2.34783 1.07063
prepay merit 'adv once pay menl 2.69565 0.87567
price negotiation 2.86957 0.69442
price adjustment 2.95652 0.47465

Tabic 4.7 Management of foreign exchange risk

On a scale o f 1 not at all to 5 - most used, data from the table above shows that most 

companies moderately used price adjustments to manage foreign exchange risk as shown b\ a 

mean of 2.%. and this was closely followed by price negotiation which comprised of a mean of

2.87.1 he least used method o f management of foreign exchange risk w as use oi swap as this was 

represented by a mean of 1.80,

4.9 Percentage of use of instruments

This section was aimed at indentifying the percentage of use of financial instruments.

Oto 20 20 to 40 40 to 60 60 to 80 80 to 100
1 Forward contract 8 48 43 0 0
[Future contracts 0 57 2 9 9
[Currency options 0 32 3 26 9

[ Currency swaps 29 14 23 14 0

T able 4.8 Percentage of use of instruments

Data presented in the table above shows that currency options and future contracts were the most

nnonly used financial instruments to a higher percentage comprising of 9 percent each,

nicy swaps wctc the least used financial instruments as were used on a percentage oft) to 20
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litis section of study aimed at indcntifving the percentage of foreign currency denominated

4.9.2 Percentage of foreign currency denom inated purchases hedged

purchases that were hedged. Hie results arc shown in the figure below. t

O to .’O
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Figure 4.9 Percentage of foreign currency denominated purchases hedged

Data presented in the figure above shows that 17 percent cited 0 to 20 percent of their fereign 

currency denominated purchases were hedged, while S ' percent gave no comment

4.10.1 Currency you invoice your exports in

The study in this section aimed at establishing the kind of currency that the firms invoiced their 

exports in. All respondents agreed that their firms invoiced their exports in US Dollars. The 

study proceeded to inquire the currency that the linns preferred to pay imports w ith. Most of the 

pendents cited that their firms used US Dollars to pay imports with <87 percent), while 13

Frequency Percent
20

100

Table 4.9 Currency you prefer to pay imports
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This section uimed at establishing how the firms measured foreign exchange risk exposure. I he 

figure below shows the results. t

4.10.2 Firm  m easure foreign exchange risk exposure
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Figure 4.10 Firm measure foreign exchange risk exposure

Data from the figure above shows that majority of the firms measured foreign exchange risk 

exposure using firm market value analysis (4X percent) while this was closely followed b\ 

fluctuation in demand which comprised of 30 percent ?? percent of the firms measured their 

foreign exchange risk exposure using actual cash How analysis.

4.11 How often firm measures success of its exchange risk management

In this section, the aim was to indcnlilV how often the firms measured success of its exchange 

rivk management. I he results are as shown below.
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Figure 4.11 How often firm measure* success of its exchange risk management

Data presented in the figure above shows that most firms measured the success of their exchange 

risk management on a quarterly basis (19 percent), while 26 percent cited that their firms 

measured the success of their exchange risk management on .» monthly basis. 26 percent cited 

that their firms did not measure the success of their exchange risk management at all.
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CHAPTER FIVE

5.0 SUMMARY OF I MF. FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Introduction (

This chapter presents the summary of the findings from chapter lour, conclusions and 

recommendations of tin* study based on the objectives of the study.

5.2 Summary of the Findings

From the study, most ol the respondents were human resource managers and consisted of 39 

percent while this was closely followed by office administrators who comprised 26 percent. On 

the issue of period of years that the respondents had worked, the study found that most of the 

respondents had served at their companies for a period of 2 to 4 years, while 21 percent had 

sen ed for <i period of I to 2 years.

The study also ascertained that most of the firms had 251 to 500 employees (30 percent) 

followed by 26 percent of the firms which had over 1000 employees. On the matter of years of 

existence, the study found that most of the linns had been in existence for a period of to 9 years 

(47 percent) while 42 percent of the firms had existed for a period of 3 to years. 11 percent had 

been existence for a period of 1 to 3 year.

On the matter ol ownership, the study established that most of the companies were foreign 

owned (57 percent) while 30 percent were both foreign and locally owned. 13 percent were 

wholly owned. On the topic of financial risks, the study found that inflation rate was considered 

very risky financial risk by majority of the respondents' (61 percent) followed by exchange 

w  which comprised of 44 percent.

The

•is

study also found that the sale of finished products abroad was the main transaction that 

ŝed the firms to foreign exchange as was agreed upon by 9 percent of the respondents and 

"as followed by 22 percent who cited repayment of borrowed funds from abroad.
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On ilie issue o f importing, the study found that ntujorily of the companies imported oil a monthly 

basis (61 percent). while 22 percent imported on a weekly basis. 13 percent imported their yowls 

on a semi annually basis. The study also ascertained that most of firms had SO to 100 as the 

percentage of foreign currency dominated sales to total sales, while only 17 percent had 60 to SO 

as the percentage of foreign currency dominated sales to total sales On the matter of exports, 

most of the firms exported on weekly basis (57 percent) while 39 percent exported on a monthly 

basis 4 percent exported on a quarterly basis.

On the issue of risk management, the study found that most of the respondents disagreed that 

their companies had a risk management departmeni/scciion comprising of 83 percent closely 

followed by 61 percent of the respondents who cited that their companies did not have a 

documented management department

On issues o f live problems that encountered the firms in managing foreign exchange risk, the 

udy found that the most agreed upon problem that encountered the firms in managing foreign 

change risk was retaining customers (48 percent), while 43 percent cited frequent changes in 

change rates.

The study also asserted that most companies moderately used price adjustments to manage 

ign exchange risk as shown by a mean ol 2.96. and this was closely followed by price 

‘iaiion which comprised of a mean of 2.87

On the area of financial instruments, the study found that currency options and future contracts 

w c  the most commonly used financial instruments to a higher percentage (81 to 100) 

prising of 9 percent each

8ud
On currency, all respondents agreed that their firms invoiced their exports in I S Dollars The 

y proceeded to inquire the currency that the firms preferred to pay imports with. Most of the 

cuts tiled that their firms used US Dollars to pay imports with (87 percent), while 13 

tt cited they paid using Kenya Shillings.



In addition, the study found that majority of the firms measured foreign exchange risk exposure 

using firm market value analysis (48 percent) while this was closely followed by fluctuation in 

demand which comprised of 30 percent.

I he study also asserted that most firms measured the success of their exchange risk management 

on a quarterly basis (39 percent), while 26 percent cited that their linns measured the success of 

their exchange tisk management on a monthly basis.

5 J  Conclusions

From the study, the study concludes that most firms did not have a risk department or section 

hence could not also be in a position to have a documented foreign currency management policy.

IThe study also concludes that most firms had their Chief executive officers as the person 

responsible for the risk management department.

The study also concludes that the firms had problems when it came to managing of foreign 

i exchange risks. Such problems included getting the right foreign currency mix and frequent 

changes in exchange rates.

In addition, the study also concludes that most firms did not regularly measure success of their 

exchange risk management. Most exchange risk management were measured after a period of 12 

months.

5.4 R e c o m m e n d a t io n s

Htc study recommends that export processing /.ones firms should have a risk department or 

ion. ITiis can be responsible for the identification, assessment, and prioritization of risks 

lowed by coordinated and economical application of resources to minimize, monitor, and 

c°ntrol the probability and/or impact of unfortunate events

n
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I he study also recommends that the firms should have a risk manager, lie can be left the 

mandate of circumventing risks that can come from uncertainty in financial markets, project 

failures, legal liabilities, credit risk, accidents, natural causes and disasters as well as deliberate 

attacks from an adversary.

I he study also recommends that firms need to pul in measures to administer foreign currency 

positions to encounter problems related to managing foreign exchange risks. Managing foreign 

exchange risk is a fundamental component in the safe and sound management of all institutions 

that have exposures in foreign currencies as it involves prudently managing foreign currency 

positions in order to control, within set parameters, the impact of changes in exchange rates on 

the financial position of the institution.
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\PPEN DICES

Appendix I: List of Apparel and I extile Firms in Kenya Under EPZ

NAME

I Alltex EPZ Ltd

2. Apex Apparels EPZ I td.

3. Ashton Apparel FPZ l id

4 Blue Bird Garments Kenya FPZ Ltd.

5. I I F.lasto Tech (HP?) Ltd.

6. Forum International F PZ Ltd.

7. Global Apparels (K) FPZ I td

8. Kenya Trading FPZ I td.

9. Kupue Apparels FPZ Ltd

10. Kenya Knit Garments LPZ LtJ.

II Mirage Fashion W ear LPZ Ltd 

12. \|RC Nairobi EPZ Ltd

14 Protex Kenya LPZ Ltd.

14 Rising Sun FPZ Ltd.

I * Rolex Garments FPZ Ltd

l(i Senior Best Garments K. FPZ I td.

17. Shin Acc Garments K. EPZ Ltd.

18. Sino Link LPZ Ltd.

19. l exeme Africa FPZ Ltd

20. United Aryan FPZ Ltd.

2 1. U|\m W'asana FPZ I td

22. Wild I ilc Works FPZ I id.

2.3; African Apparel FIV lid

LOCATION

Athi River FPZ 

Indigo FPZ- nairohi 

Ashton Apparel Fpz- Mombasa 

King'orani FPZ- Mombasa 

KipevuFPZ- Mombasa 

Kapric EPZ- Mombasa 

Athi River FPZ

Snineer Industrial EPZ -  Nairobi 

Kapric FPZ- Mombasa 

Kapric LPZ- Mombasa 

Athi River FPZ •

Athi River LPZ 

Athi River FPZ 

Athi River FPZ 

Athi River FPZ 

Zois (ii) FPZ- Mombasa 

Kwu Joinvu FPZ- Mombasa. 

King'orani L PZ -  Mombasa. 

Kapric LPZ- Mombasa 

Indigo I P7 - Nairobi.

Upan W'asana LPZ- Nairobi. 

Wildlife W orks FPZ Voi 

Indigo FPZ- nairobi

Soni c?: Exj tort / ‘messing /ones Uithurlty Kenya u ebslie n nw.epzakenyo.cnin

t



Appendix II: Questionnaire

Part Cicneral information

I, Name of the company (optional) 

? Position ol'respondent 

3. Years sen cd in the company 

4 Number o f employees in the firm

1-250 l j

251-500 ( )

501- 750 [ J

751-1000 | |

Over 100 0 ( )

5 I low long lias the lirin been in existence?
•

6. What is the ownership of the company?

Wholly locally owned [ J

foreign owned ( )

Foreign-local owned f ]

7. f )csignation o f the respondent

a



I’m ! It: Inlcnciliom il I'rade Status

I. Pleaserank the following financial risk*, from highly risky to negligible risks as shown in 
table below:

Highly risk Risky moderate I ess 

risky

negligible

Inflation rate

!• xchange rate

<_ redii risk

Stock prices
*

-• Which transaction* expose your firm to foreign exchange risks? (Can tick more 
than once)?

i Purchase o f raw materials abroad | ]

ii Sale o f finished products abroad | J

iii Repayment o f  borrowed funds from abroad | |

iv Resaluation o f  assets and liabilities [ J

\ Other (specify).................

' What percentage of foreign denominated purchuses to totul purchases?

00-20% [ )
• •

iii



20*40% I 1

40-60%

60*80%

I I

( I

80*100% |  j

•1 What is the f requency of your imports?

IDaily

Weekly

Monthly

Quarterly

Semi-annually

Animulls

Karels

I

I

5 NVhnI Percentage of foreign ciinvnev denominated sales

00*20% 

20-40% 

10 *60*4 

60-80% 

SO-100%

I I 

f J 

( J 

( I 

[ I

{

to total sales?

is



f> W liai is the frequency of your exports?

Daily I [

Weekly l

Monthly f

Quarterly [

Semi-annually |

Annually [

Rarely f

Part < : Management of Foreign Exchange Risk

I Do you have a docuntented foreign currency management policy ?

Ves | |

No l )

2. Docs the com puny have a risk management department/ section?

Yes l j

No ( )

If answer in I above is yes. who is responsible lor the risk management department? 

CLO [ ]

Finance manager l |

v



Accountant

Risk Manager [ |

Other (specify)........

I W hat arc the problems encountered in managing foreign exchange risk?

l I

Frequent changes in exchange rates j ]

Retaining customer* | J

Getting the needed foreign currency [ J

l retting the right foreign currency mix | |

Fluctuation in demand for certain foreign currency ( ]

Other (specify)..........

VI



>. How do yon manage foreign exchange risk? Rank h\ order of extent of use.

Price adjustment

Delay payment when foreign 

currency are strong and delay 

accelerate when weak

ForwarJ covers

Use swaps

Nut at 

all

Least

used

Moderately

used

Most used

Set off against affiliated parties 

(Netting)

Price negotiation

Prepay merit.Advance payment •

liuy and save currency in advance
•

6. Does the linn practice currency hedging? 

Yes l J

No [ 1

Ml



I

7 II the answer above is yes. kindly tick the financial instruments used by your firm 

lo hedge against foreign exchange risk”?

i. Forward contract. (Is used to protect known contractual cashflows, such as 

exposed transactions) ( )

ii. fu tures contract. (Are contracts that specify delivery o f  fixed 

quantities o f  foreign currencies on a set delivery dale in the future 

that arc traded on an organized market) | |

iii. Currency options. (This is a contract that gives the holder the right 

but not the obligation to sell or buy currencies at a set price cither on 

a specific dale o r  before  som e expira tion  dale) f 1

iv. Currency sw aps. (An agreem ent in which two parties repay each other's 

fixed interest rate loans denominated in different currencies)! |

v Others (specify).......

Mil



X Please rale the percentage o f  use o f  the follow ing instrum ents? !

0 - 20% 20 -40% 4 0 %  -60% 6 0 %  - S 0 % 80%  - 100%

Forward market

Future contracts 

( urrcncy options

—

Currency swaps 

Others

9. What percentage of your foreign currency denominated purchases arc hedged?

00-20% [ |

20-40% | |

40-60% | )

60-80% | |

80-l0U% | 1

ix



8 Please uue the percentage o f use o f  the follow ing instrum ents? f

0 - 20% 20 -40% 40%  -60% 60%  - 8 0 % 80%  - 100%

Fornard market

Future contracts

Currency options

Currency sw  aps
•

Others

*). \\ hut percentage of your foreign currency denominated purchases are Itedgcd?

00-20% ( )

20-40% l |

•10-60°',. [ |

60-80".. [ )

80-100% I |

i\



10. Which currency do you invoice your exports in?

USD | 1

KLS | )

YEN l )

EURO | 1

7AR ( ]

Other (specify)..........

I. Which currcnc) would prefer to pay your imports':

USD 1 1

KfS l 1

YLN l 1

EURO 1 1

Other (specify).....

12. Do you hedge all open positions immediately or do you hedge only 

those positions fo r which you expect a currency loss while leaving 

open positions for which you expect a currency gain? •

i I lodge all open positions immediately f 1

ii Hedge only those positions where currency loss is expected | I

x



( 13 .1 low docs your firm measure foreign exchange risk exposure? 

Aelual cash How analysis j j

firm market value analysis j |

Fluctuation in demand  ̂ j

Decrease in market share . i

< )ther (specify).

• How often does your linn measure the 
policy?

i. Monthly 1 1
ii. Quarterly' ( 1
iii. Semi- annually 1 1
iv Annually l 1
V None at all I 1

success ol its exchange risk

I hank you fur your participation

M

management


